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more fully and 12 reversed seismic refraction measure
ments were made in the emerged Coastal Plain area 
lying between Ridgeland, South Carolina, Walthour-
ville, Georgia, and the coast. These measurements plus 
the previous seismic measurements in the submerged 
Coastal Plain area and well data, show that the Yama-
craw Ridge is a well defined topographic feature on the 
buried pre-Cretaceous surface and that it forms the 
eastern boundary of the northern portion of the South 
Georgia basin. The ridge has an overall length of about 
90 miles and a width of about 25 miles. It strikes about 
22° west of south and its axis coincides roughly with 
that of the present coastline. The ridge originates at 
the general basement level near Charleston, S. C , and 
has the form of a spur which plunges to the south with 
about 2,000 feet change in elevation along its length. 
The cross-section relief over most of its length is about 
1,200 feet. On the basis of the observed seismic velocity 
values (16,000-19,500 feet per sec), the ridge is com
posed of varying crystalline rock material. On the 
landward side of the ridge there is a marked basement 
emba3'ment and local deepening alongside the ridge. 
This trough-like depression on the basis of the seismic 
velocity value (15,000-19,000 ft. per sec.) appears to be 
floored with crystalline rock material. The basement 
surface at the head of the trough is very irregular with 
indications of two incised valleys extending southward 
from the basement plateau area in South Carolina that 
stands about 3,000 feet above the floor of the trough 
in Georgia. In view of the relief and physical form of the 
Yamacraw Ridge it is suggested that it is of tectonic 
origin. 

The available well data suggest the ridge was com
pletely buried before the end of Lower Cretaceous time. 
Because of the discontinuous nature of the seismic 
horizons in the overlying sediments plus the scarcity of 
well data it is not clear whether there has been any 
tectonic movement associated with the ridge since its 
burial. 

WAYNE ARTHUR PRYOR, Gulf Research and Develop
ment Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Sand Trends and Paleoslope in Mississippi Embay-
ment and Illinois Basin 

Relationships between major sand body trends and 
facies distributions of the Cretaceous Gulf series in the 
Mississippi embayment and the Mississippian Chester 
series in the Illinois basin have been investigated. This 
study indicates that trends of major sand bodies in these 
two depositional basins are intrinsically related to their 
paleoslopes and depositional strikes. Major sand bodies 
in the Gulf and Chester series have southwesterly 
trends that parallel the respective paleoslopes, and that 
are normal to depositional strikes. Studies of directional 
properties enhance the predictability of these trends. 

An impressive similarity exists between the sedi
ments in the Gulf series of the Mississippi Embayment 
and the Chester series of the Illinois basin. Both basins 
were open-ended to the south and sediments were in
troduced longitudinally at the northern end; the paleo
slopes were to the southwest and parallel with the basin 
axis; the depositional strikes were northwest-southeast, 
normal to the basin axis; sediment transport directions 
were to the southwest; and the depositional patterns 
are those of deltaic deposition in the north, becoming 
increasingly marine to the south. 

Based on the parallelism exhibited by these features, 
a depositional model has been developed for this type 
of sedimentation in an intracratonic basin. Within the 

model, trends of major sand bodies are oriented parallel 
to the basin axis, paleoslope, and sediment transport 
direction; are normal to the depositional strike; and are 
the result of a deltaic pattern of sedimentation. 

RICHARD D . PUSEY, Chester, New Hampshire 

Effect of Fault-block Structures on Sedimentary 
History of Coastal Plain in North Carolina 

Evidence of a major steeply dipping normal fault is 
provided by recent field studies in the Atlantic Coastal 
Plain of North Carolina. The fault extends N. 20° E. 
from near Clinton in the southeastern part of the state 
more than 100 miles through Weldon, N.C., and possi
bly northward into Virginia. The fault is in the crys
talline basement rock, which is downthrown to the 
west. In northern North Carolina the fault marks the 
west boundary of the Coastal Plain sediments along the 
"fall zone." 

Linear structural features caused by, or related to, 
faulting of the basement rock beneath sediments of 
the Coastal Plain also are discussed, as are the strati-
graphic features of these sediments. It is suggested that 
these linear features are evidence of faults in the base
ment rock and that the blocks between faults were tilted 
eastward. 

The presence beneath the Coastal Plain of sediments 
similar to deposits of Triassic age found in the Deep 
River basin to the west indicate that faulting was active 
during late Paleozoic time. Displacement of beds in the 
Tertiary formations and the presence of isolated sedi
mentary basins suggest that faulting continued inter
mittently until middle or late Cenozoic time. The 
amount of displacement of the basement rock that oc
curred prior to the deposition of the Coastal Plain 
sediments has been obscured by erosion, which planed 
down the uplifted blocks, and by subsequent deposition. 

JOSE M . RIOS, Instituto Geol6gico y Minero de Es-
pana, Madrid, Spain 

Significance of Certain Distinctive Zones of Sub-
Pyrenaic Region and Ebro Basin to Petroleum Geol
ogy of Northern Spain 

The marginal mountain chains that frame the Ebro 
Basin in the northern and northeastern parts of the 
Iberian Peninsula show the existence of certain areas of 
sedimentation which are distinctive because of the local 
development of particularly thick, complete, and con
tinuous stratigraphic sections. These are of particular 
importance with respect to the current renewal interest 
in the petroleum geology of northern Spain. The struc
ture of these areas is probably related primarily to 
localized Hercynian folding, but is most clearly the re
sult of movements in Upper Jurassic time. The final 
tectonic setting was achieved only during the Alpine 
folding during Oligocene time. 

A manifest relation is apparent between some of 
these anomalous areas and the extensive diapiric phe
nomena surrounding them. In some cases the forces 
involved appear to be mainly gravitational and the 
diapirism is more clearly due to conditions of sedi
mentation than to tectonic processes, thus giving 
diapirs of the columnar or salt-plug type. In other cases 
on the contrary the diapirs are more clearly related to 
lines of faulting. A recently discovered and hitherto un-
described diapir near Pamplona has a very elongate 
laminar outcrop of saline materials of Keuper age and 
constitutes a novelty among the more classic diapirs 
of the region. 


